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Description

Field of invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for calcining carbonaceous materials in electric calcining furnaces and to an electric calcining furnace for calcining of carbonaceous materials.

Background art:

[0002] Electric calcining of carbonaceous material such as anthracite, pitch coke, metallurgical coke and petrol coke is carried out by conducting electric current through a bed of the carbonaceous materials which are to be calcined. Electric current is supplied to the calcining furnace through one carbon electrode arranged in the top of the furnace and one carbon electrode arranged in the bottom of the furnace. The calcining furnace is in the form of a vertical shaft where the material which shall be calcined, is supplied at the top of the furnace. The flow of material through the furnace is controlled by the rate of discharge of calcined material at the bottom of the furnace.

[0003] During the calcining process the carbonaceous material is heated and upon heating any moisture will be removed from the carbonaceous material. Upon further heating volatile matters is released from the carbonaceous material. Depending on the final temperature to which the carbonaceous material is being heated, a part of the carbonaceous material will be transformed to graphite.

[0004] Electric calcining of carbonaceous material is characterized in that the temperature between the electrodes in the center of the furnace is very high, above 2500°C, while the temperature in the periphery of the furnace is substantially lower, between 800 and 1200°C. The finished calcined product removed from the lower end of the furnace has for this reason been subjected to an uneven heat treatment during the calcining process. The very high temperatures in the center of the furnace results in that ash components in the carbonaceous materials are volatalized and transferred radially outwards where they condense on colder material or on the inner furnace wall lining. In order to be able to run the calcining process in a continuous and stable way, the mass balance in the furnace has to be maintained. This means the ash components in the carbonaceous material supplied at the top of the furnace, must be withdrawn together with the calcined material at the bottom of the furnace.

[0005] In conventional electric calcining furnaces withdrawal of calcined material at the bottom of the furnace is done over the whole furnace cross-section, whereby a mixture of material which has been heated within a temperature range between 800°C to above 2500°C, is obtained. This gives an inhomogeneous calcined material with respect to ash content, content of graphite and electrical conductivity.

Disclosure of invention:

[0006] By the present invention one has now arrived at a method for electric calcining of carbonaceous materials such as anthracite and petrol coke whereby calcined material can be produced in more than one quality depending on the calcining temperature. It has further been developed an electric calcining furnace for carrying out the method.

[0007] Thus, according to a first embodiment, the present invention relates to a method for electric calcining of carbonaceous material for the production of graphite or graphite-containing material where carbonaceous materials are continuously or substantially continuously supplied to the top of a substantially vertically arranged furnace having a cylindrical cross-section, said furnace being equipped with one top electrode and one bottom electrode and having means for supplying electric current to the electrodes for heating of the carbonaceous materials and where calcined carbonaceous material is continuously or substantially continuously discharged at the bottom of the furnace, said method being characterized in that the calcined material at the bottom of the furnace is discharged in one stream containing material calcined in the center of the furnace and one stream containing material calcined near the periphery of the furnace.

[0008] According to a preferred embodiment the carbonaceous materials are supplied to the top of the calcining furnace in two separate streams, where one stream is supplied about the periphery of the furnace and the other stream is supplied about the periphery of the furnace.

[0009] According to another embodiment at least a part of the carbonaceous material supplied about the periphery of the furnace is recirculated calcined material which has been discharged at the periphery of the bottom of the furnace.

[0010] As carbonaceous material supplied to the furnace it is preferably supplied anthracite, petrol coke, pitch coke and metallurgical coke.

[0011] The present invention further relates to an electric calcining furnaces comprising a substantially vertically arranged furnace having a top electrode, a bottom electrode, means for supplying electric operating current to the electrodes, an inlet opening at the top of the furnace for supplying carbonaceous material and means at the bottom of the furnace for discharging calcined material, said furnace being characterized in that a cylinder-shaped ring having an open upper end and having a diameter which is greater than the diameter of the bottom electrode and an outer diameter smaller than the inner diameter of the furnace, is arranged centrally at the bottom of the furnace and that separate discharging means are arranged for calcined material flowing through the cylinder-shaped ring and for calcined material flowing between the furnace periphery and the out-
side of the cylinder-shaped ring.

According to one embodiment, the upper end of the cylinder-shaped ring is at a lower level than the top of the bottom electrode.

According to another preferred embodiment a ring-shaped shaft is arranged at the upper end of the furnace for supply of material to be calcined, where the radial opening of the ring-shaped shaft is substantially equal to the distance between the inner furnace wall and the cylinder-shaped ring arranged in the lower end of the furnace.

By the method and the calcining furnace according to the present invention, two separate streams of calcined carbonaceous material are discharged from the furnace. One central stream of calcined material which is discharged at the bottom of the cylinder-shaped ring and a periphery stream of calcined material which is discharged in the annulus between the periphery of the furnace and the outside of the cylinder shaped ring.

The central stream of calcined material discharged through the cylinder-shaped ring has during its flow through the furnace been heated to a very high temperature where ash components have been volatilized and conducted to the colder zone of the periphery of the furnace. The central stream of calcined material discharged through the cylinder-shaped ring will thereby be very clean and will, in dependency of retention time in the furnace, show a high degree of graphitization. The calcined material discharged through the cylinder-shaped ring will thus have a very high quality and can be used as carbonizing material, material for the production of carbon cathodes, carbon electrodes, electrode paste for self-baking electrodes, machine parts and as graphite additive for oils, lubricants etc.

The peripheral stream of calcined material discharged in the annulus between the furnace periphery and the outside of the cylinder-shaped ring will, during its flow through the furnace, be heated to a substantial lower temperature in the range between 700°C and 2300°C. This material will have a low degree of graphitization and will have a high content of ash components, as ash component volatilized from the material in the central part of the furnace will condense in the peripheral part of the furnace. The calcined material in the peripheral stream discharged from the furnace will thus normally have a lower quality and can be used as carbon material in electrode paste for self-baking electrode, prebaked electrodes, carbon anodes etc.

It has surprisingly been found that by the method and the calcining furnace according to the present invention a substantially plug-formed movement of the carbonaceous material in the central part of the furnace and in the peripheral part of the furnace is obtained.

In figure 1 there is shown an electric calcining furnace comprising a cylindrical shaped furnace wall 1 having an inner refractory lining 2. The furnace is equipped with one top electrode 3 and one bottom electrode 4. The furnace is further equipped with conventional means (not shown) for supply of electrical operating current to the electrodes 3, 4. In the upper part of the furnace, it is arranged two shafts 5, 6 for supplying carbonaceous materials to the furnace. In the upper part of the furnace there is further arranged an off-gas channel 7. According to the present invention it is in the lower part of the furnace a cylinder-shaped ring 8 having an inner diameter greater than the diameter of the bottom electrode 4 and having an outer diameter less than the inner diameter of the calcining furnace. The ring 8 is open in its upper end and is centrally arranged about the bottom electrode 4. The upper end of the ring 8 can extend to a level above the top of the bottom electrode 4, but it is preferred that the upper end of the ring 8 extends to a level below the top of the bottom electrode 4.

A first discharging means 9 is arranged at the bottom 10 of the calcining furnace for continuous or substantially continuous discharging of a peripheral stream of calcined material from the annulus between the outer side of the ring 8 and the inside of the calcining furnace. The first discharging means 9 is preferably a conventional rotatable scraper which is rotated horizontally on the bottom 10 of the calcining furnace. A second discharging means 11 is arranged on the bottom 12 of the calcining furnace below the bottom electrode 4 and the ring 8 for discharging a central stream of calcined material from the annulus between the bottom electrode 4 and the ring 8. The discharged peripheral stream and the discharged central stream are collected separately.

During operation of the calcining furnace the supply shafts 5, 6 is kept substantially filled with uncalcined material, while the material flow through the furnace is regulated by means of the discharging means 9 and 11. The discharging rate for the discharging means 9 and 11 is regulated in such a way that a substantially plug-formed movement of carbonaceous material downwards through the furnace is obtained. It has surprisingly been found that by the method and the furnace
Method for electric calcining of carbonaceous material according to the present invention substantially no mixing takes place between material which has been calcined at a low temperature in the periphery of the furnace and material which has been calcined at a high temperature in the center of the furnace.

The calcined material which is discharged through the discharging means 11 will thus have a high quality as to low ash content, high electric conductivity and a high degree of graphitization. By using a ring 8 having a smaller diameter than the ring shown in figure 1, it will be obtained a smaller center stream of calcined material, but with an improved quality. By using a ring 8 having a greater diameter than shown in figure 1 it will be obtained an increased center stream, but of a somewhat lower quality. The method and the calcining furnace according to the present invention are thus very flexible as to obtain a preset quality of the calcined material discharged from the center of the furnace.

In figure 2 there is shown a second embodiment of the calcining furnace. The calcining furnace shown in figure 2 differs from the calcining furnace shown in figure 1 in that it in addition to the supply shafts 5 and 6 is equipped with an additional ring-shaped supply shaft 13 for supply of carbonaceous material along the periphery of the furnace.

During operation of the furnace shown in figure 2 non-calcined carbonaceous material is supplied through the supply shafts 5, 6, while a mixture of non-calcined carbonaceous material and recirculated calcined material from the periphery stream discharged by the discharging means 9 is supplied through the shaft 13 as shown at 14.

Claims

1. Method for electric calcining of carbonaceous material for the production of graphite or graphite-containing material where carbonaceous materials are continuously or substantially continuously supplied to the top of a substantially vertically arranged furnace having a cylindrical cross-section, said furnace being equipped with one top electrode (3) and one bottom electrode (4) and having means for supplying electric current to the electrode for heating of the carbonaceous materials and where calcined carbonaceous material is continuously or substantially continuously discharged at the bottom of the furnace, characterized in that the calcined material at the bottom (10, 12) of the furnace is discharged in one stream containing material calcined in the center of the furnace and one stream containing material calcined near the periphery of the furnace.

2. Method according to claim 1, characterized in that the carbonaceous materials are supplied to the top of the calcining furnace in two separate streams, where one stream is supplied about the top electrode (3), while the other stream is supplied about the periphery of the furnace.

3. Method according to claim 2, characterized in that at least a part of the carbonaceous material supplied about the periphery of the furnace is recirculated calcined material (14) which has been discharged at the periphery of the bottom of the furnace.

4. An electric calcining furnace comprising a substantially vertically arranged furnace having a top electrode (3), a bottom electrode (4), means for supplying electric operating current to the electrodes, an inlet opening (5, 6) at the top of the furnace for supplying carbonaceous material and means (9, 11) at the bottom (10, 12) of the furnace for discharging calcined material, characterized in that a cylinder-shaped ring (8) having an open upper end and having an inner diameter which is greater than the diameter of the bottom electrode (4) and an outer diameter smaller than the inner diameter of the furnace, is arranged centrally at the bottom (12) of the furnace and that separate discharging means (9, 11) are arranged for calcined material flowing through the cylinder-shaped ring (8) and for calcined material flowing between the furnace periphery and the outside of the cylinder-shaped ring (8).

5. Furnace according to claim 4, characterized in that the upper end of the cylinder-shaped ring (8) is at a lower level than the top of the bottom electrode (4).

6. Furnace according to claim 4, characterized in that a ring-shaped shaft (13) is arranged at the upper end of the furnace for supply of material to be calcined, said ring-shaped shaft (13) having a radial opening which is substantially equal the distance between the inner furnace wall and the cylinder-shaped ring (8) arranged in the lower end of the furnace.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum elektrischen Kalzinieren von kohlenstoffhaltigem Material zur Produktion von Graphit oder Graphit-haltigem Material, bei welchem kohlenstoffhaltige Materialien kontinuierlich oder im wesentlichen kontinuierlich am oberen Ende eines im wesentlichen vertikal ausgebildeten Ofens mit zylindrischem Querschnitt eingebracht wird, wobei der Ofen mit einer Elektrode (3) im oberen Bereich und einer Elektrode (4) im Bodenbereich ausgestattet ist und Mittel zur Versorgung der Elektrode mit
elektrischem Strom zum Erhitzen des kohlenstoff-hältigen Materials aufweist und bei welchem Verfahren kalzinieres kohlenstoffhaltiges Material kontinuierlich oder im wesentlichen kontinuierlich am Fußende des Ofens abgeführt wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das kalzipierte Material am Fußende (10,12) des Ofens in einem Strom, der in der Ofenmitte kalzinieres Material enthält und in ei nem Strom, der in der Nähe des Ofenrandes kalzinieres Material enthält, abgeführt wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die kohlenstoffhältigen Materialien am Kopfende des Kalzinierofens in zwei getrennten Ström en zugeführt werden, wobei ein Strom rund um die Elektrode (3) im oberen Bereich zugeführt wird, während der andere Strom im Bereich des Ofenrandes zugeführt wird.


4. Elektrischer Kalzinierofen, welcher einen im wesentlichen vertikal ausgebildeten Ofen mit einer Elektrode (3) im oberen Bereich, einer Elektrode (4) im Bodenbereich, Mittel zur Versorgung der Elektroden mit Betriebsstrom, eine Einlaßöffnung (5,6) am Kopfende des Kalzinierofs in zwei getrennten Stromen zugeführt werden, wobei ein Strom rund um die Elektrode (3) im oberen Bereich zugeführt wird, während der andere Strom im Bereich des Ofenrandes zugeführt wird.

5. Ofen nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das obere Ende des zylindrisch geformten Rings (8) auf einer geringeren Höhe als die Spitze der Elektrode (4) im Bodenbereich ist.

6. Ofen nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein ringförmi ger Schaft (13) am oberen Ende des Ofens zur Einbringung von zu kalziniertendem Material angeordnet ist, welcher ringförmi ge Schaft (13) eine radiale Öffnung hat, die im wesentlichen der Distanz zwischen der inneren Ofenwand und dem am unteren Ende des Ofens angeordneten zylindrisch geformten Ring (8) gleicht.

Revendications

1. Procédé de calcination électrique de matière charbonneuse pour la production de graphite ou de matière contenant du graphite, dans lequel des matières charbonneuses sont amenées de façon continue ou essentiellement continue au sommet d’un four disposé essentiellement verticalement et présentant une section transversale cylindrique, ce four étant équipé d’une électrode supérieure (3) et d’une électrode inférieure (4), en comportant des moyens d’alimentation en courant électrique de l’électrode pour faire chauffer les matières charbonneuses, tandis que de la matière charbonneuse calcinée est déchargée de façon continue ou essentiellement continue dans le bas du four, caractérisé en ce que la matière calcinée dans le bas (10, 12) du four est déchargée en un courant contenant de la matière calcinée au centre du four, et un courant contenant de la matière calcinée au voisinage de la périphérie du four.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que des matières charbonneuses sont fournies au sommet du four de calcination en deux courants séparés dans lesquels un courant est fourni autour de l’électrode supérieure (3) tandis que l’autre courant est fourni autour de la périphérie du four.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce qu’une partie au moins de la matière charbonneuse fournie autour de la périphérie du four, est de la matière charbonneuse recyclée (14) qui a été déchargée à la périphérie du bas du four.

4. Fours de calcination électrique comprenan un four disposé essentiellement verticalement et comportant une électrode supérieure (3), une électrode inférieure (4), des moyens d’alimentation en courant électrique de fonctionnement des électrodes, une ouverture d’entrée (5, 6) au sommet du four pour fournir de la matière charbonneuse d’alimentation, et des moyens (9, 11) situés dans le bas (10, 12) du four pour décharger de la matière calcinée, caractérisés en ce qu’un anneau en forme de cylindre (8) comportant une extrémité supérieure ouverte et présentant un diamètre intérieur plus grand que le diamètre de l’électrode inférieure (4) ainsi qu’un diamètre extérieur plus petit que le diamètre intérieur du four, est dis-
posé dans une position centrale dans le bas (12) du four, et des moyens de décharge séparés (9, 11) sont disposés pour l’écoulement de la matière calcinée à travers l’anneau en forme de cylindre (8), et pour l’écoulement de la matière calcinée entre la périphérie du four et l’extérieur de l’anneau en forme de cylindre (8).

5. Four selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce que l’extrémité supérieure de l’anneau en forme de cylindre (8) est à un niveau inférieur à celui du sommet de l’électrode inférieure (4).

6. Four selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce qu’un arbre en forme d’anneau (13) est disposé à l’extrémité supérieure du four pour fournir de la matière à calciner, cet arbre en forme d’anneau (13) comportant une ouverture radiale essentiellement égale à la distance entre la paroi intérieure du four et l’anneau en forme de cylindre (8) disposé à l’extrémité inférieure du four.